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In the era of big data, there exists a growing gap between data generated and storage capacity using two-
dimensional (2D) magnetic storage technologies (for example, hard disk drives), because they have reached
their performance saturation. 3D volumetric all-optical magnetic holography is emerging rapidly as a promising
road map to realizing high-density capacity for its fast magnetization control and subwavelength magnetiza-
tion volume. However, most of the reported light-induced magnetization confronts the problems of impurely
longitudinal magnetization, diffraction-limited spot, and uncontrollable magnetization reversal. To overcome
these challenges, we propose a novel 3D light-induced magnetic holography based on the conceptual
supercritical design with multibeam combination in the 4p microscopic system. We theoretically demonstrate
a 3D deep super-resolved (∼l3

!

59) purely longitudinal magnetization spot by focusing six coherent circularly
polarized beams with two opposing high numerical aperture objectives, which allows 3D magnetic holography
with a volumetric storage density of up to 1872 terabit per cubic inches. The number and locations of the super-
resolved magnetization spots are controllable, and thus, desired magnetization arrays in 3D volume can be
produced with properly designed phase filters. Moreover, flexible magnetization reversals are also demonstrated
in multifocal arrays by using different illuminations with opposite light helicity. In addition to data storage, this
magnetic holography may find applications in information security, such as identity verification for a credit card
with magnetic stripe.

INTRODUCTION
The demand for data storage has grown rapidly over the past several
decades. Tremendous progress has been made in increasing the areal
density—the number of bits per unit area formed on the magnetic
material surface (1–10). However, because of the superparamagnetic
limit (1), the areal density of longitudinal magnetic recording and per-
pendicular magnetic recording techniques is restricted to 100 Gbit/in2

(2, 3) and 1 Tbit/in2 (4), respectively. The areal density can be further
increased by adopting novel recording and patterningmethods, such as
heat-assisted magnetic recording (6, 7) and bit-patterned media (8, 9)
where the hybrid recording head and patterned magnetic grains are
used.Moreover, if both of the aforementioned techniques are combined
together, then the areal density canbe remarkably enhanced to 10Tbit/in2

(10). However, the areal density improvement is eventually limited by the
attainable fabrication accuracy (11) because the conventional magnetic-
based data storage technique relies on recording the data merely on the
two-dimensional (2D)material surface, such as theharddiskdrive (HDD).

3D magnetic recording (volumetric magnetic hologram) is an alternative
strategy to realize extremely high–density magnetic storage (12–16). In
principle, a conventional magnetic hologram is written by so-called
“thermomagnetic recording.” Volumetric magnetic holograms by ther-
momagnetic writing have also been demonstrated (16). It has been shown
that the information can be retained in the magnetic film and then suc-
cessfully reconstructed from the 3D hologram even though the recording
locations are overlapping (16). However, all of the aforementioned
magnetic holograms that depend entirely on the thermal origin suffer
from poor recording density and slowmagnetization reversal, which
is on the order of 100 ps (17).

Opto-magnetism, which is a nonthermal effect of light on magnetic
materials, provides subpicosecond-level magnetization control (18).
Therefore, opto-magnetism emerges rapidly as a powerful pathway
for fast magnetization control of light in magneto-optical (MO) ma-
terials. Opto-magnetism also provides an approach for accessing sub-
wavelength magnetization volume all-optically, which sheds light on
the realization of 3D all-optical magnetic recording (AOMR) (18–20). The
AOMR is first experimentally demonstrated in the GdFeCo alloys by
circularly polarized light with opposite helicity (18). The low numerical
aperture (NA) [~0.04 at awavelength (l) of 800 nm] of the focusing lens
in the AOMR system leads to quasi-longitudinalmagnetization and rel-
atively large laser size, which defines a switched domain with a diameter
of 10 mm (18). Theoretically, the longitudinal magnetization is four
orders of magnitude larger than the transverse magnetization (21).
However, although all-optical helicity-dependent magnetic switching
for magnetic recording has been demonstrated with longitudinal mag-
netization, so far several crucial problems have thwarted the realization
of 3D AOMR. First, the polarization orientation of the triggered mag-
netization tends to be intricate rather than purely longitudinally polar-
ized within the effective magnetization domain. The impurity of the
inducedmagnetization converselyhinders the availabilityofhigh-efficiency
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AOMR (18–22). Studies on enhancing the purity of the longitudinal
component in the magnetization zone are done via inverse Faraday
effect (23–25); however, the realization of purely longitudinal mag-
netization is still challenging. Second, 3D deep-subwavelength
magnetization volume far beyond the diffraction limit (∼l3

!

8) allows
ultrahigh-densitymagnetic data storage. Nevertheless, there is a grow-
ing gap between the requirements of the cutting-edge MO devices and
the achievable resolution in a 3D volume. A 4p high-NA focusing sys-
tem and two counterpropagating radially polarized hollow Gaussian
vortex beams have produced a subwavelength magnetization spot
(MS) (26). However, although the 4p focusing configuration improves
the longitudinal size of the magnetic spot by four to seven times, the
lateral size is still diffraction-limited.Moreover, because of the construc-
tive interference of the longitudinal electric field components, this
strategy suffers from strong side lobes, rendering it less attractive in
ultrahigh-density magnetic recording. Finally, as one of the most im-
portant processes linked toMO data recording, single-spot magnetiza-
tion reversal can be obtained by circularly polarized light (18).
However, flexible magnetization reversal with multiple MSs, which
will greatly increase the recording throughput by parallel magnetiza-
tion, has not yet been demonstrated. Generally, the aforementioned
challenges constitute the fundamental barriers to the development of
3D MO data recording technology.

In this regard, we propose a novel roadmap for all-optical magnetic
holography based on the supercritical design and beam combination.
We theoretically demonstrate volumetric magnetic holography with a
super-resolved (∼l3

!

59) purely longitudinal MS, under the illumination
of circularly polarized light. Such a high-resolutionMS is achieved with
a lateral size of 0.3566l without significant side lobes and stably main-
tains a longitudinal size of 0.2550lwithmoderate side lobes (<30%). By
judiciously manipulating the phase of incident beams, we can construct
arbitrary arrays of 3D super-resolvedMSs with almost perfect uniform-
ity.Moreover, themagnetization reversal can also be realized by changing
the helicity of incident waves (from left-handed circularly polarized
beams to right-handed circularly polarized beams and vice versa). Our
results pave the way for developing 3D ultrahigh-density AOMR. In
addition to data recording, this 3D magnetic holography may also find
applications in information security.

RESULTS
Generation of 3D supercritical resolved MS in all-optical
magnetic holography
The magnetization induced by the lateral supercritical light spot is
shown in Fig. 1. The overall magnetization distribution of the spot is
plotted in Fig. 1A. The lateral full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of MS is 0.3566l, whereas the diffraction limit spot size is 0.4255l. In
the meantime, the axial FWHM of MS is 0.255l, which is enormously
suppressed by the 4p system. The side-lobe intensity is greatly sup-
pressed below 0.3 (normalized intensity) by beam combination. There-
fore, the 3D deep super-resolved voxel of approximately l3

!

59 is
achieved, which is far smaller than the diffraction limit of l

3!

8 . The
magnetization components along the lateral white dashed line are
shown in Fig. 1B. The radial magnetization component (Mr) vanishes
completely, and the maximum of the azimuthal magnetization
component (Mφ) is estimated to be ~30% of the axial magnetization
component (Mz), leading to a purely longitudinal magnetization. Figure
1C shows the axial magnetization components along the axial white
dashed line in Fig. 1A. BothMr andMφ disappear along the axial direc-

tion, leading to a purely longitudinal magnetization, which is determined
byMz. The intensity of the axial side lobes is estimated to be approximate-
ly 30%of the central spot, which distinguishes the current approach from
the 4p configuration working with strongly focused cylindrically polar-
ized vortex beams, where the reported side-lobe intensity is much larger
than 50% (17). To better illustrate the property of the MS, the 3D
slices of MS are shown in Fig. 1D. Five layers of the XY planes are
equally placed between −l and +l with an identical interval of 0.5l
along the z axis. The maximum side lobes are located at Z = ±0.5l
with an intensity of ~30%.

For 3D magnetic recording, the theoretical storage density limit is
mainly determined by the volume of the MS. Theoretically, with the
volumetric super-resolved voxel (approximately l3

!

59), a storage density
of 1/59 l

−3, that is, 1872 Tbit/in3 at l = 800 nm, should be attainable.
This remarkable result is two orders better than the state-of-the-art
HDD, solid-state disk, and linear tape based on sophisticated nanofab-
rication technology in terms of volumetric storage density (11). It should
also be noted that this volumetric storage density is one order of mag-
nitude higher than the optimistic trend prediction in the year 2025 (11).

In addition to recording density, the long-term stability is also of vital
importance in magnetic recording. The MO material thermal stability
factor KuV/kT must exceed 60 to ensure information stability after
10 years of archiving in magnetic recording media (27), where Ku,
V, k, andT are the anisotropy constant of theMOmaterial, the volume
ofMS, the Boltzmann constant, and the temperature, respectively. The
anisotropy constant of theGdFeCo alloy is approximately 3× 10−2 J/cm3

(28, 29). The calculated stability factor is approximately 6.288 × 104 with
achieved super-resolvedMS (approximately l3

!

59) and room temperature
at 300 K. Therefore, the GdFeCo alloy is a good candidate for long-term
data recording.

Creation of 3D lateral supercritical longitudinal
magnetization arrays in magnetic holography
It is of vital importance that the 3D super-resolved longitudinalMSs can
be created in arrays with arbitrarily controlled spot locations and num-
bers, which could greatly help to increase the throughput of the data
recording. The principle of the current approach to generating multi-
focal arrays is to iteratively optimize the phase modulation at the back
aperture of the objective so that the desired arrays can be achieved in the
focal region (30, 31). However, it should be noted that this iterative ap-
proach is time-consuming and lacks physical insight. Hence, we pro-
pose and demonstrate an analytical method to generate the desired
MS arrays by multiple phase filters (MPFs) (as shown in Fig. 2A).
The theoretical model for the fast Fourier transform method is shown
in the Supplementary Materials (see Theoretical model for multifoci by
multiple phase filters). By adopting the fast Fourier transform method,
the electric field distribution in the focal region is the convolution of the
Fourier transform of the phase modulation and the Fourier transform
of the incident electric field with uniform wavefront. Therefore, the
phase function of the MPFs can be calculated analytically as

tðx; yÞ ¼∑
N

i¼1
exp½ % ikðaix þ biyÞ' ( expð%ikci cosqÞ ð1Þ

whereN is an integer, giving the total number of spots along the x, y, and
z directions; ai, bi, and ci represent the displacements along the x, y, and
z directions, respectively; and k is the wave number. Therefore, the
phase function is a superposition of the electric fields of each spot at
the back aperture.
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Here, we demonstrate a “pyramid” spot pattern with the five MSs.
The corresponding phase pattern is arranged periodically in the entire
pupil plane, as shown in Fig. 2A, which contributes to shift the single
MS to the appointed positions and, thus, form the pyramid. Figure 2B
illustrates the schematic of thepyramidal pattern,with red spots represent-
ing the vertexes. Thepositions of these vertexes are (4l, 4l, 0), (4l,−4l, 0),
(−4l, 4l, 0), (−4l, −4l, 0), and (0, 0, 4

ffiffiffi
2

p
l). The cross-sectional maps of

the 3DMS array in the z = 0 plane (plane ABCD) and the x + y = 0 plane
(plane EGCA) are shown in Fig. 2 (C and D, respectively). It is revealed
that the resolution of all theMSs is almost the same as thatwithout under-
going the pyramidalMPFs.More specifically, the lateral FWHMofMS in
thepyramid is estimated tobe0.37l, comparable to0.3566l in the absence
of MPFs, and the axial FWHM of MS in the pyramid is 0.252l, compa-
rable to 0.255l in the absence of MPFs. Moreover, we also find that the
magnetization direction of MSs in the array is almost purely longitudinal.

In addition to the spatial resolution and polarization, the uniformity
of the magnetization amplitude is routinely used to evaluate the per-
formance of the MS arrays. Traditionally, the uniformity is defined as
1 − D, where D represents the maximum difference among all MSs in
the normalized magnetization distribution. The uniformities in plane
ABCD and plane EGCA are evaluated as 100 and 96.9%, respectively.
Such a high uniformity can offer an excellent tolerance inmultifocal off-
axis MO recording and maintain high accuracy in multifocal magnetic

resonance imaging. Compared with a light-triggered magnetization
chain, which increasingly weakens from the geometric focus (32), the
reportedMS array in this study is more uniform. In addition to the uni-
formity, the universal applicability of thismodel is also remarkable. This
is explicitly shown by the example in fig. S2, where a complex geometry
[the logo of National University of Singapore (NUS)] is adopted. The
NUS logo is formed by multiple off-axis and off-focus MSs. The letters
“N,” “U,” and “S” are located at z=8l, 0, and−8lwith 10, 10, and 11MSs,
respectively.

Arbitrary magnetization reversal in MS array via
different illuminations
Inmagneticmemory devices, logical bits (“ones” and “zeros”) are stored
by setting the magnetization vector of the individual magnetic domains
either “up” or “down.” Thus, the recording of one bit corresponds to
magnetization reversal. All-optical magnetization reversal has been rea-
lized by engineeredmaterial combinations (20) and circularly polarized
light (18). However, as one of the most important processes linked to
MO data storage, arbitrary magnetization reversal in MS arrays has not
yet been demonstrated. Here, we attempt to demonstrate numerically
arbitrary magnetization reversal in the pyramid.

Themagnetization direction can be controlled by the helicity of the
incident light. Here, the magnetization reversal is achieved via two

Fig. 1. Single 3D super-resolved longitudinal MS. (A) The overall magnetization distribution in the RZ plane. (B) Magnetization components in the lateral direction
[horizontal white dashed line in (A)]. a.u., arbitrary units. (C) Magnetization components in the axial direction [vertical white dashed line in (A)]. (D) 3D slices of MS along
the z axis.
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illuminations with opposite light helicity. The theoretical validation of
the magnetization reversal by different light helicity is demonstrated in
the Supplementary Materials (see Theory of light induced magnetiza-
tion and magnetization reversal with eqs. S16 and S17). Figure 3 illus-
trates one- and three-MS magnetization reversal in the pyramid. The
schematic of one-spot (peak of the pyramid) magnetization reversal is
shown in Fig. 3A. Four 3D super-resolved spots with positive magneti-
zation are generated by the first illumination with left-handed circular
polarization. These MSs are indicated with red spots with positive z ar-
rows in Fig. 3A. The MS in plane EFGH is created by the second illu-
mination with right-handed circular polarization. This MS is indicated
with blue spots with negative z arrows representing its magnetization
direction. The cross-sectional maps of the 3D MS array in the z = 0
plane (plane ABCD) and x + y = 0 (plane EGCA) are shown in Fig. 3
(B and C, respectively). As shown in Fig. 3C, the peak of the pyramid is
perfectly reversed in itsmagnetization direction. The same principle can
be used to realize the three-MS reversal, and it is demonstrated in Fig. 3
(D to F). Figure 3D shows the schematic of the three-MS reversal. The
reversed MSs are indicated by blue spots with negative z arrows. Figure
3 (E and F) shows the cross-sectional maps of MSs in plane ABCD and
plane EGCA, respectively. It should be emphasized that the resolution
and uniformity in bothmagnetization reversal cases are the same as that
without magnetization reversal.

Identity verification
In addition to data recording, this 3D magnetic holography could also
find applications in information security, for example, identity verifica-
tion for a credit card. Currently, the payment with credit cards is basi-
cally reading the information from the magnetic stripe. The main
drawback of the conventional magnetic stripe is that it is not difficult
to counterfeit technically. Anewdimension of security could be achieved
by adding this all-optical magnetic holography to the conventional
magnetic stripe. The prototype of this novel routine is briefly illustrated
in Fig. 4, where the QR codes of the NUS website link and logo are
recorded in the same layer with logic bits “1” and “0,” respectively.
When the rotation-mounted polarizer is rotated to the position of the
triangle, only logical bits “1” are captured by the charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera, whereas the “0” is filtered. Hence, the QR code of the
NUS website link is reconstructed. Similarly, the logo of NUS can
be reconstructed by rotating the polarizer to the position of the hexa-
gram. If the volumetric magnetic hologram can be integrated with the
credit card, then the information, such as the signature of the credit card
holder, could be regarded as the verification code during transactions.
This 3D all-optical magnetic holography can help to avoid financial
crime because the volumetric magnetic hologram is very difficult to
forge due to the expensive, specialized, and technologically advanced
equipment involved.

Fig. 2. The 3D super-resolved pyramidal MS array in the magnetic hologram. (A) The phase pattern of MPSs for the pyramidal pattern. (B) The 3D spatial pyramid
MSs arrangement. (C) The cross-sectional map of 3D MS array in the plane ABCD. (D) The cross-sectional map of 3D MS array in the plane EGCA.
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DISCUSSION
In summary, we have theoretically demonstrated the light-induced
magnetic holography by supercritical design and 4p beam combination
microscopic system. The purely longitudinal magnetization is achieved

by destructive interference of the axial electric field through 4p config-
uration.On thebasis of the supercritical design, a 3Ddeep-subwavelength
(∼l3

!

59) longitudinal MS with negligible lateral side lobes and moderate
axial side lobes has been demonstrated for the first time,which potentially

Fig. 3. The magnetization reversal in the pyramid. (A and D) Schematics of one-spot and three-spot reversal, with arrows indicating their respective magnetization
directions. (B and E) The cross-sectional maps of 3D MS array in the plane ABCD after reversal. (C and F) The cross-sectional maps of 3D MS array in the plane EGCA after
reversal.

Fig. 4. Illustration for identity verification. The linearly polarized light is incident perpendicular to the magnetic hologram on the magnetic array. The QR codes of
the NUS website and logo are recorded in the same layer with logic bits “1” and “0,” respectively. When the rotation-mounted polarizer is rotated to the position of the
triangle, the QR code of the NUS website link is reconstructed. Similarly, the logo of NUS will be reconstructed by rotating the polarizer to the position of the hexagram.
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allows for 3Dmagnetic holography with a volumetric storage density
as high as 1872 Tbit/in3. More significantly, arbitraryMS arrays, for ex-
ample, the pyramidal 3D super-resolved longitudinal MS arrays, can be
generatedwith optimizedMPFs according to the locations and numbers
of the MSs. Flexible magnetization reversal in a multifocal off-axis pat-
tern has also been demonstrated by controlling the helicity of the inci-
dence. Both the generated MSs and reversed MSs have excellent
uniformities, making them an appealing platform for developing
light-induced magnetic memory devices. From the experimental per-
spective, the possibility of achieving the powerful MS arrays withMPFs
is particularly fascinating due to the application of dynamic SLM.
Volumetric magnetic holography can be applied broadly in AOMR
(18–20), confocal andmagnetic resonancemicroscopy (33), and spintronic
devices (34, 35). Moreover, volumetric magnetic holography can be
applied to information security, for example, identity verification for
a credit card with magnetic stripe.

Although the above results demonstrate potential applications, espe-
cially in AOMR, the complexity of the 4p beam combination micro-
scopic system might be an issue in the experimental process. The 4p
beam combinationmicroscopic system involves challenging alignment,
becausemultiple beams have to be precisely aligned.However, this is not
unachievable. Coherent beam combining in fiber can be a potential way
to implement this 4p beam combination design.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Optical scheme for magnetic holography with supercritical
deep-resolved MS
Essentially, the key to garner purely longitudinal magnetization all-
optically in the magnetic hologram is to remove the electric field along

the axial direction (Ez). Multiple methods have been proposed to
achieve destructive interference of Ez, such as focusing an azimuthally
polarized vortex beam (36), amplitude/phasemodulation using annular
vortex binary optics (37, 38), and 4p microscopic system by counter-
propagating two identically focused beams (26, 39–41). Among those
methods, the 4p microscopic system is preferred because of its
fascinating capability in simultaneously achieving axial super-resolution.
However, it should be emphasized that the lateral resolution cannot be
improved with the 4p microscopic system. Moreover, prominent side
lobes with intensity up to 50% of the central peak intensity are inevitable,
rendering this method less attractive in ultrahigh-density magnetic
recording. Aiming to overcome these challenges, this study proposes a
novel scheme based on a supercritical design by beam combination.

The supercritical designwas implemented by conceptually developing
a beam combination 4p microscopic system, as shown in Fig. 5A. Six
coherent beams (l = 800 nm) with identical polarization handedness
were first modulated to the designed apertures (ai) and amplitude coef-
ficients (Ci) (table S1). These beams were divided into two groups by six
beam splitters and then directed by mirrors toward two opposing high-
NA objective lenses (NA, 1.43). Each group of beams passing through
the SLMs was finally focused by the high-NA objectives. Without addi-
tional phasemodulation fromSLMs, only the axialmagnetic component
Mz with nonzero value existed in the focal region. Therefore, a single
super-resolved purely longitudinal MS can be generated by these two
groups of beams. The SLMs encoding the superposition of desired
multiple off-focus and off-axis phase patterns were used as MPFs. By
modulating the wavefronts of all beams with properly designed MPFs,
arrays of 3D super-resolved purely longitudinal MSs can be created in
themagnetic hologram,which is placed at the focal region perpendicular
to the optical axis.

Fig. 5. Optical scheme for achieving super-resolved MS. (A) Schematic of the 4p beam combination microscopic system integrated with MPFs encoded by spatial
light modulators (SLMs). The light wavelength is 800 nm. Six coherent beams are first combined and then focused to the magnetic hologram (an isotropic MO medium)
located at the focal plane of the proposed system. OBJ, objective (oil-immersed lens; NA, 1.43); BS, beam splitter; PM, pellicle mirror; M, mirror. (B) The recording process
of the magnetic hologram. The magnetic hologram is longitudinally magnetized because of the inverse Faraday effect. Zone① is the postrecording zone, zone② is the
zone in recording process, and zone ③ is the zone prerecording. (C) Schematic of magnetization reversal. Positive MSs with blue arrows are induced by left-hand
circularly polarized light, and negative MSs with red arrows are induced by right-hand circularly polarized light.
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The vectorial electric field distributions in the focal region can be
calculated using the Debye diffraction theory (eqs. S1 to S8). The inter-
ference of the focal fields of the two objectives is (42)

Etðr;φ; zÞ ¼ Eðr;φ; zÞ þ Eðr;φ;%zÞ ð2Þ

where E(r, φ, z) and E(r, φ, − z) stand for the electric fields of the up and
down objectives, respectively, in Fig. 5A. The E(r, φ, ± z) can be
expressed as

Eðr;φ;±zÞ ¼∑
6

i¼1
CiEiðr;φ;±zÞ ð3Þ

whereEi(r,φ, ± z) stand for the electric fields of the sub-beamwith aperture
ai. The detailed theoretical model of the beam combination method in 4p
microscopy is given in theSupplementaryMaterials (seeTheoreticalmodel
for 4pmicroscopy and beams combinationmethod with eqs. S10 to S13).
By properly optimizing the apertures of incident beams and their ampli-
tude coefficients, the lateral resolution of the focal spot can be remarkably
improved, and the side lobes in longitudinal direction can be greatly sup-
pressed simultaneously. The optimization process is given in detail in the
Supplementary Materials (see Optimization on lateral supercritical design
and axial side lobes suppression).

The MO material was the GdFeCo alloy, which is widely used for
all-optical magnetization (18–20). In magnetic memory devices, logi-
cal bits (“ones” and “zeros”) were stored by setting the magnetization
vector of the individual magnetic domains either up or down. The
process of magnetic holographic recording is shown in Fig. 5B. The
magnets were magnetized up or down by the light stimulus according
to the logical bits to be recorded. Zone① is postrecording, where logic
bits are indicated by “1” and “0.” The logic bits are in the process of
recording in zone②. Zone③ is the zone that is prerecording. For the
magnetic hologram in the focal region of the objective lenses, the con-
ducting electrons can be regarded as collisionless plasma (43), which
can migrate freely. The induced static magnetization in the magnetic
hologram is the vector product of the electric field, which can be
calculated as (25)

Mðr;φ; zÞ ¼ igEt ( Et* ð4Þ

where Et* denotes the complex conjugate of Et , and g is the MO sus-
ceptibility. The g can be expressed as (43)

g ¼ e0ew2
P

4mw3 ð5Þ

where e0 is the relative permittivity of vacuum, e is the electron charge,
m is the electron mass, w is frequency of electric field of light, and
wP ¼ ð〈n〉e2=me0Þ1 2= is the plasma frequency. The brackets 〈 〉 denote
the time average of the electron density n over several periods of the
light electric field. A strong dependence of the magnetization gener-
ated by the inverse Faraday effect on the frequency of the applied light
fieldM º w−3 is indicated in Eqs. 4 and 5. Although the MO suscep-
tibility depends strongly on the frequency of light, the magnetizations
in the magnetic hologram in different directions were determined by
the vectorial electric field components polarizing along different
directions. The details about the theoretical analysis of the light-induced

magnetization are shown in the Supplementary Materials (see Theory
of light induced magnetization and magnetization reversal with
eqs. S13, S16, and S17).

The magnetization reversal can be achieved by changing the polar-
ization handedness of the incident light (18). Therefore, the flexible
magnetization reversal can be implemented by different illuminations
with opposite polarization handedness. The schematic ofmagnetization
reversal is shown in Fig. 5C. The light-inducedMSs form a double helix
pattern in the focal region, as shown in Fig. 5C, where the blue arrows
stand for positive magnetization and the red arrows stand for the neg-
ative ones. The formation of this double helix pattern consists of two
illuminations. The first illumination forms the helix with positive mag-
netization. Then, the second illumination with opposite polarization
handedness forms the negative one.

Supercritical criterion
The overall area of the MS in all-optical magnetic holography was
determined by the size of the focal spot. It implies that the focal spot
size should be further reduced if we want to achieve ultrahigh-density
storage capacity. Generally, for the spherical lens–based optical imaging
system, the lateral size of its focal spot was limited by 0.61l/NA (above
the diffraction limit), which is well known as the Rayleigh criterion (RC)
(44). Subdiffraction focusing was feasible at the cost of the increasing
side lobes. For unpolarized incident beams, light with higher spatial
frequencies corresponded to a smaller main spot. The extreme case is
that light with only the maximum spatial frequency can be focused into
a hot spot with an intensity distribution similar to that of |J0(krNA)|

2,
which is termed as “maximum-frequency spot,” where k = 2p/l and
l is the wavelength (45, 46). For the circularly polarized beam, the
strategy is to evaluate the hot spot size with single spatial frequency
ranging from zero to maximum. The minimum spot size is taken as
the super-oscillation criterion (SOC). The mathematical description
of supercritical criterion, under illumination of circularly polarized
plane beam with high NA, is given in detail in the Supplementary
Materials (see Supercritical region criterionwith eqs. S14 and S15). Typ-
ically, the range of RC to SOC can be defined as the supercritical
region (see the Supplementary Materials and fig. S1). The focal spot
certainly can be further reduced when the light in the main-spot re-
gion oscillates faster than the single frequency with minimum spot
size. This is termed super-oscillation in mathematics. However, the
cost is that the side-lobe intensity will increase exponentially, and the
depth of focus is extremely short, which renders real applications of
the super-oscillation spot challenging, although it holds promise for
an infinitesimal main spot.

From the above analysis, it is found that lateral subdiffraction
focal spot with suppressed longitudinal side lobes can be achieved
when the lateral optimization target is set in the supercritical region and
longitudinal side lobes below an acceptable level (see Optimization on
lateral supercritical design and axial side lobes suppression in the Sup-
plementary Materials).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/3/10/e1701398/DC1
Supplementary Text
fig. S1. The lateral spot size as a function of NA under a circularly polarized light
illumination.
fig. S2. The logo of NUS in the focal region.
table S1. Optimized parameters (ai and Ci) for supercritical MS generation.
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table S2. Performance comparison: CPU computing versus GPU parallel computing.
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Supplementary Text 

Theoretical model for 4π microscopy and beams combination method 

Before exploration of light-induced magnetization in the 4π beams combination configuration, 

it is prerequisite to investigate the relevant electric field distributions of a single high-NA 

objective. In principle, the effect of polarization should be taken into account in the high-NA 

geometry. When a linearly x-polarized plane wave illuminates an aplanatic lens, the electric 

fields E in the vicinity of the focus can be expressed according to Richards and Wolf (42) as 
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where A is the field amplitude distribution at the pupil plane, α denotes the convergence 

semi-angle of the objective, � �P T  is the pupil apodization function, which is equal to 

1 2cos T for the objective obeying the Abbe condition, nJ  is the nth-order Bessel function of 

the first kind, 2k S O  is the wave vector in image space. � �, ,r zM are cylindrical 

coordinates centered at the focus. Similarly, for a linearly y-polarized plane wave 

illumination, the electric fields cE  in the vicinity of the focus can be expressed as 
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For a circularly polarized light, the Jones vector is expressed as 
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where the + and – signs are corresponding to the left- and right-handed circular polarization, 

respectively. The circularly polarized light can be considered as the superposition of two 

orthogonally linearly polarized beams with π/2 phase retardation between them. Therefore, 

the electric field in the focus under left-handed circularly polarized incidence is obtained as 
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For the right-handed circularly polarized incidence we have 
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To transform these electric-field components along the Cartesian-coordinate axes into their 

cylindrical-coordinate counterparts, we need to employ the following equation 
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The electric fields in the vicinity of the focus of left-handed and right-handed circularly 

polarized light in cylindrical coordinate are 
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and 
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Essentially, the key to garner purely longitudinal magnetization all-optically in the magnetic 

hologram is to remove electric field along axial direction (Ez). The 4π microscopic system is 

preferred due to its fascinating capability in achieving axial super-resolution simultaneously 

(26, 39–41). In the 4π microscopic system, the electric fields near the foci are the 

superposition of the fields from two counter-propagating focused beams, which is (47) 

                                          � � � � � �, , , , , ,M M M � �E E Ef r z r z r z                                        (S9) 

To achieve both perfect destructive interference of the axial electric field and constructive 

interference of the transverse counterpart at the focal plane, so as to make the pure 

transversally polarized optical field with sub-diffraction spot size possible, as well as 

inducing pure longitudinal magnetization via the inverse Faraday effect simultaneously, we 

propose 4π beams combination microscopic system. Therefore, the electric fields near foci 

are superposition of the multi-beams fields, shown in Fig. 1(a) in main text. That is 
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where iE  stands for the focal electric fields with semi-aperture iD . iC  denotes the amplitude 

modulation coefficient for corresponding beam. z�  in iE  indicates that the field is counter-

propagating. In this article, the optimal semi-apertures and corresponding amplitude 

modulation coefficients are obtained through optimization. 

Substituting Equation S8a into Equation S10, we obtain the electric field in the focal vicinity 

of this 4π beams combination microscopic system with left-handed circularly polarized plane 

wave illumination as 
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Similarly, substituting Equation S8b into Equation S10, we obtain the electric field in the 

focal vicinity of this 4π beams combination microscopic system with right-handed circularly 

polarized plane wave illumination as 
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with Hi (i=0, 1, and 2) are three integrals of 
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Supercritical region criterion  

For a spherical-lens-based optical imaging system, the light is usually focused into an Airy 

spot with the size of 0.61λ/NA, accompanied by a very weak side lobe with a mere 1.75% 

intensity of main spot (44). Sub-diffraction limit focusing is feasible at the cost of increasing 

energy in the side lobes. For non-polarized incident light, higher spatial frequency 

corresponds to a smaller spot. The extreme case is that light with only the maximum spatial 

frequency is focused into a hotspot with intensity profile proportional to � � 2
0J krNA , which is 

named as “maximum-frequency spot”. This maximum-frequency spot has a main lobe of 

0.38λ/NA and comes with moderate side lobes (16.2% of main spot) (45, 46). Following the 

same strategy, we examine the spot size that corresponds to single frequency with circularly 

polarized incident light. The minimum lateral spot size when the single frequency traverses 

from 0 to semi-aperture α, is taken as the super-oscillation criterion (SOC). The range of RC 



to SOC can be defined as supercritical region. The mathematical description of SOC can be 

expressed as 
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with 
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where α is the semi-aperture of objective. The � �� �FWHM I T  denotes the function which is 

employed to find the spot size at full width at half maximum. Figure S1 shows the resulted 

RC and SOC in our 4π system with oil-immersed objective (NA=1.43, 1.509 0.95NA  u ). 

The SOC has a similar shape like the RC. For a given NA, the spot with size below the 

diffraction limit and above SOC can be called supercritical spot. What’s more, the SOC for 

circularly polarized light is quite close to the SOC for non-polarized light when sin 0.6D � .  

The SOC is 0.3512λ and RC is 0.4255λ in our case ( 1.509 0.95NA  u ), thus, the resultant 

supercritical region is between 0.3512λ to 0.4255 λ. This finely distinguished roadmap 

provides an instructive guide that supercritical region is the best choice when one purses a 

super-resolution spot without high side lobes outside designed region. More importantly, this 

calculation method can be extended to incident light with other polarization modes, which 

provides a routine to find the SOC for different incident light. 

Optimization on lateral supercritical design and axial side lobes suppression 

The optimization target in our calculation is to minimize spot volume with following 

constrains. First, the minimum and maximum NA in beams combination is 0.981 

( sin 0.65D  ) and 1.434 ( sin 0.95D  ), respectively. Second, the lateral spot size is set to be 

in the supercritical region. Last, the side lobes should be below 30% of main spot, which is 

practical for real-life application. The optimization is implemented by using interior point 



optimization algorithm, considering the beam sizes of six incident circularly polarized light 

and corresponding amplitude coefficients as optimizing parameters. The optimized 

parameters are shown in table S1. 

Theory of light induced magnetization and magnetization reversal 

Essentially, we treat conducting electrons within MO medium as a collisionless plasma in 

which the electrons can migrate freely (25, 43). As a consequence, the effective 

magnetization, in the isotropic MO material, induced by incident beams in 4π beams 

combination system reads 

                                                      � � *, ,M J uM E Et tr z i                                                     (S16) 

where *
tE  denotes the complex conjugate of tE , γ is the magneto-optical susceptibility. 

Substituting Equations S11- S13 into Equation S16, and doing some simple mathematical 

simplifications, the induced magnetization fields by left-handed circularly polarized light and 

right-handed circularly polarized light in the 4π beams combination system are given by 
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and 
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with Hi (i=0, 1, and 2) in Equation S13. 

Apparently, it is found from Equations S13 and S17 that the radial magnetization component 

disappears absolutely for both light helicity. Moreover, the induced total magnetization field 

is primarily determined by the longitudinal magnetization components as the value of H0 

always overwhelms that of either H1 or H2 in the focal region. Especially, the resultant 

magnetization field at r=0 and z=0 becomes totally longitudinal, i.e. M=Mz, which is 

essentially different from the magnetization induced by single high-NA objective.  



From Equation S17a and Equation S17b, one can immediately conclude that the 

magnetization direction under left-handed circularly polarized incident light is opposite to 

that under right-handed circularly polarized incident light at focal region at r=0 and z=0, i.e. 

LC RC �M M . This theoretically proves that the magnetization reversal occurs via two 

illuminations with opposite light helicity (18). 

Theoretical model for multifoci by multiple phase filters 

To obtain desired multifoci pattern analytically, a common used routine is to convert the 

vectorial diffraction integral of Equations S1 and S2 into Fourier transform field � �, ,x y z0Ε

(48, 49). Thus, considering the incident beams modulated by multiple phase filters and 

following our previous analysis in (50), the focal distribution in Equation S1 can be rewritten 

as 
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where t(x, y) is the transmittance function of MPFs, FT{} denotes the Fourier transform, the 

symbol * represents the convolution operation, and � �, ,x y z0Ε  describes the weighted field 

with a vector angular spectrum form, which is 

                                           � � � � � �, , exp cosT �0Ε e ex y zx y z i ik z                                     (S19) 

where xe and ye  are unit vectors in the x and y directions at the back aperture plane, 

respectively. � �k , ,x y zk k k  is the wave vector. As can be seen from Equation S18, the 

distribution of the focused field is represented as a spatial convolution with Fourier transform 

of t(x, y) and Fourier transform of � �, ,x y z0Ε . This implies that it is feasible to focus light 

into multifocal spots provided that Fourier transform of t(x, y) exhibits a multifocal function. 

In a similar fashion, the super-resolved magnetization spot array can be generated by 

focusing circularly polarized light beams impinging on the proposed multiple phase filters. 

To this end, the following analytical formula is given as 
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where N is an integer, giving the total number of spots along the x, y and z directions; ai, bi 

and ci represent the displacements along x, y and z directions, respectively. Combining 

Equations S16, S17 and Equations S18 to S20, the multifoci magnetization spots can be 

produced by focusing left-handed circularly polarized plane beam imposed by the multiple 

phase filters, which is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 2. 

GPU parallel computing  

When the multifocal off-axial magnetization spots are numerically generated, it includes 

time-consuming double integral in Debye vectorial diffraction theory. Calculation based on 

Fast Fourier Transform was proposed to accelerate the computing speed. However, the results 

from this method are accurate only under the given sampling conditions. Therefore, another 

route, which is more general and fast compared with normal calculation, is desired. Here, we 

propose to use GPU parallel computing to accelerate computing speed of the double integral. 

The double integral is programmed with GPU array and parallel computing on the platform 

of Matlab 2016a (www.mathworks.com/videos/parallel-computing-tutorial-gpu-computing-

with-matlab-9-of-9-91572.html). The computing speed is accelerated by ~15 times compared 

with CPU computing. The performances of GPU parallel computing vs. CPU computing are 

listed in the table S2.  From table S2, the conclusion can be drawn that GPU parallel 

computing greatly accelerate calculation speed to ~15 times, which can potentially be a new 

routine for massive calculation.  

  



 

fig. S1. The lateral spot size as a function of NA under a circularly polarized light 

illumination. The red curve indicates the super-oscillation criterion (SOC). The green curve 

indicates the Rayleigh Criterion (RC).  The region below SOC is super-oscillation, the region 

between red curve and green curve is supercritical region under circularly polarized light 

illumination. The blue dash line indicates the SOC for non-polarized light. The difference 

between SOC for circularly polarized light and SOC for non-polarized light is relative small 

when NA is less than 0.9 ( sin 0.6D � ).  

  



 

fig. S2. The logo of NUS in the focal region. (a) The capital letter “N” in XY plane at Z=8λ 

with 10 MSs; (b) The capital letter “U” in XY plane at Z=0 with 10 MSs; (c) The capital 

letter “S” in XY plane at Z=-8λ with 11 MSs; (d) The 3D slice of logo NUS in the focal 

region. 

  



table S1. Optimized parameters (αi and Ci) for supercritical MS generation. 

 1 
 

2 3 4 5 6 

Aperture (αi rad) 0.6546 0.6819 0.7002 0.7617 0.7795 0.9452 

Amplitude modulation 
coefficients (Ci) 

-0.4843 0.1292 -0.4000 0.7541 0.6152 -1.0000 

 

 

table S2. Performance comparison: CPU computing versus GPU parallel computing. 

 Pyramid 
(5 spots, 

calculating at 
Plane ABCD) 

 

NUS logo 
(31 spots 

calculation at 
“N” plane) 

NUS logo 
(31 spots 

calculation at 
“U” plane) 

NUS logo 
(31 spots 

calculation at 
“S” plane) 

Calculation time (hour): 
CPU: i7-6700 8M 

Cache, @3.4 GHz up to 
4.00 GHz, with 16G 

RAM 

25.75 152.46 142.38 160.2 

Calculation time 
(hour):GPU: Geforce 
GTX 1070 1920 cores 
@1.5GHz, with 8GB 

RAM 

1.79 
(14.4x speed 

increase) 

10.03 
(15.2x speed 

increase) 

9.62 
(14.8x speed 

increase) 

10.68 
(15.0x speed 

increase) 

 

 


